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ready2mains™

ready2mains™ tells the current how to communicate
Simple connection, secure configuration

ready2mains™ uses the mains cable to
transmit information: easily, reliably and
professionally.
Luminaires are controlled and dimmed directly via
the mains, with no need for any additional wiring.
Manufacturers can configure their luminaires with
ready2mains, saving time and enhancing flexibility.
ready2mains reduces production and installation
costs and also reduces possible sources of error.

ready2mains™

Dimming

Configuration

the professional dimming
solution via the mains

the smart way
to configure your luminaires

via the mains

System solution for dimming
ready2mains Gateway + tdriver

via the mains

System solution for configuration
ready2mains programmer + tdriver
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ready2mains™

Udriver EXCITE
New with 10 W

New with 10 W

New with 10 W

LED Drivers EXCITE flexible configuration and
dimming with ready2mains™
Are you looking for easy installation combined with high
flexibility? Then the product range tdriver EXCITE is
the perfect choice. Tailored operating windows and adjustable output currents simplify the selection of the suitable
LED Driver. An increase in functionality and comfort is provided by the new mains interface ready2mains. It enables
configuration via the mains wiring for all EXCITE LED Drivers, saving time and enhancing flexibility. And by using a
ready2mains Gateway, they can even be transformed into
dimmable LED Drivers. There’s no need for any rewiring
within the ceilings as the existing mains wiring is used for
communication and for maximum energy savings daylight
and presence sensors can also be connected.
f At a glance: vdriver EXC

___
New with 25 W/
50 W/75 W

LED Drivers PREMIUM — Leader in efficiency and
versatility
tdriver PREMIUM is a future-proof generation of LED
Drivers characterised by highly advanced functionality and
outstanding dimming behaviour. Operating windows, optimised for the intended applications, ensure efficient operation
of a wide range of LED modules, even across generations.
For efficiency-driven office applications the Linear Low
Profile versions cover the entire power range by providing
application-oriented operating ranges.
f At a glance: vdriver PRE
___ one4all interface supports DALI, DSI, switchDIM and corridorFUNCTION
___ Superior dimming performance with dimming range of 100 … 1%
___ Unique standby losses of < 0.15 W

___
___

Configurable and dimmable via ready2mains interface, dimming
range of 100 ... 15%
New I-SELECT 2 interface for setting the current on the primary side
Different designs, optimised for different applications

New with 10 W/17 W

New with 10 W/17 W

New with 10 W/17 W

Udriver PREMIUM
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Smart connected

Into a connected future with light
Tridonic is paving the way for connected lighting

SMART BUILDING

In the last few decades we have become very familiar with what might be
called the ‘Internet of Screens’ and the
connected world that this represents.
Computers, smartphones, tablet PCs
and televisions are connected to the
Internet and, via the Internet, with
each other.
Currently, devices are connected via
various protocols in separated systems, using multiple wiring layers – a
situation that is far from ideal. The
optimal infrastructure would supply
a low-power network, be omnipresent both indoors and outdoors and
provide one standard protocol for the
devices to connect with.

What better network is available than
lighting? Lighting provides a dense
network both inside and outside the
building that covers the entire facility.
With the growing use of LED lighting,
such networks are increasingly digital
and connected to a power source.
As a lighting company we see the
chance for lighting to be accepted
worldwide as the cornerstone for IoT
with a standard protocol, by connecting easily to building IT infrastructures
and even by forming part of the IT infrastructure itself. Looking beyond this,
unlocking data that has so far been exclusive to lighting systems, will generate
new value adds beyond illumination.
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Smart connected

Wired (Ethernet)

Network

Wireless

In the professional market a new generation of connectivity allows lighting
to support new features and services that haven’t previously been
within reach, giving lighting designers,
architects, service providers and facilities managers a powerful toolbox
of Internet of Things (IoT).
It is our ambition to take light into a
connected future and to make this
happen, we are currently developing
an open platform for future-proof
lighting solutions. We call this technology net4more.

net4more – Tridonic’s solution
net4more will be Tridonic’s IPv6/IoT
lighting system, turning any luminaire
into an IP device and enabling Gateway free communication. This not only
allows for an easier interconnection of
lighting with other systems, but also
enables services beyond illumination.
net4more is set up as a modular toolbox of hardware and software to allow
the easy migration of an existing DALI
luminaire into an IP connected luminaire.
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Retail & Hospitality

Umodule SLE SUNSET EXCITE
2,700 K

2,000 K

The LED variety for spotlights and downlights
tmodule SLE are so versatile they can provide
accent lightings, create contrast and produce light that
draws the eye to specific areas. The right colour spectrum
has an enormous impact on the purchase of a product and
whether a work of art is successfully displayed in all
its glory. Light colours FOOD, ART, FASHION and now
SUNSET are available for displaying items in the best light:
FOOD colours have the unique effect of enhancing the
appearance of crusty bakery products, fresh meat or fish.

SUNSET – for a pleasant atmosphere
The modern tmodule SUNSET EXCITE is ideal for
creating a special atmosphere. Dimming changes the
intensity of the light and its colour temperature, as with a
real sunset, creating an atmospheric effect similar to that
provided by an ordinary light bulb. The pleasant warm light,
dimmable down to 2,000 K, creates a candlit atmosphere.
f At a glance: vmodule SUNSET EXC
___ High colour consistency for 100% and 5% dimming (MacAdam 3)
___ Dimming 100% = 2,700 K; Dimming 5% = 2,000 K
___ ZHAGA compliant housings available

With a colour rendering index CRI of 98, ART full-spectrum technology makes colours appear more vibrant than
ever before.
The modern FASHION LED light, perfect for sparkling
fashion wear, highlights the white tones in particular and
also produces vibrant colours across the entire spectrum.
The XD versions (“Extreme Density”) offer very high luminous fluxes and a small LES. The narrow beam angle enables precise illumination of product displays in shops.
The GLAS versions also provide optimum protection against
dust and contact.

New light colour
SUNSET
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Retail & Hospitality

The successful Quadrant concept goes from
strength to strength
Round ceiling/pendant luminaires and the tmodule
CLE modules have made a great team for a long time.
Now the new CLE Quadrant generation offers even greater
flexibility; extremely efficient and at the same time powerful
luminous fluxes can be generated in one module. The different versions are available in three sizes. The large number of LED chips and their close spacing ensures perfectly
uniform illumination, even without lenses.

Umodule CLE Quadrant
ADVANCED

f At a glance: vmodule CLE Quadrant ADV
Ideal for round shaped ceiling and pendant luminaires
Realization of extra big luminaire diameters

___
___

A surefire combination
The combined emergency lighting LED Driver with
a new independent housing – a one4all LED Driver
specifically for emergency lighting applications in
modern luminaire designs. Thanks to its compact
design, the new EM powerLED built-in housing
makes perfect use of the available space. Two different versions offer greater flexibility; the PRO
DIM version provides the option for the emergency lighting LED Driver to be controlled via
DALI, and the emergency lighting function is centrally monitored. The SELFTEST fixed output version offers an integrated emergency selftest lighting system.
f At a glance: EM powerLED 45 W C/SR
___ Combined LED Driver for mains and emergency lighting
___ SELFTEST and DALI PRO version
___ PRO DIM version dimmable via DALI, switchDIM and
corridorFUNCTION

New casing type:
Independent

New casing type:
Built-in

EM powerLED
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Office & Education

Versatile and powerful
The latest generation of the linear tmodule LLE G4
ADVANCED LED modules – highly energyefficient and
thanks to three luminous fluxes extremely versatile. Available in 140 mm, 280 mm and 560 mm lengths, the new
modules are fully ZHAGA compliant. Thanks to backward-compatible nominal luminous fluxes, upgrades to
this new generation are possible, as is SELV operation. The
new modules featuring 650 lm/ft or 1250 lm/ft offer a forward voltage of < 60 V.

Umodule LLE G4
ADVANCED

f At a glance: vmodule LLE G4 ADV
___ Colour temperatures: 3,000 K, 4,000 K and 5,000 K
___ Typ. luminous flux categories: 650 lm, 1,250 lm and 2,000 lm
___ Module 650 lm and 1,250 lm as SELV

New with two terminals

Umodule LLE G1 2T
ADVANCED-SE

Efficient upgrade for the best light
tmodule LLE G1 ADVANCED-SE are ideal
for use in linear and panel luminaires. The 3,000 K
and 4,000 K colour temperatures make them even
more efficient, providing excellent homogeneous
light thanks to the small spacing between the light
points. All LLE 24 modules are fully ZHAGA compliant and easy to install – without the need for
any mechanical modifications to the body of the
luminaire.
f At a glance: vmodule LLE G1 2T ADV-SE
___ Efficacy upgrade for 3,000 K und 4,000 K modules
___ Efficacy up to 150 lm/W
___ New 2 connectors (2T) at outer edge position (same as
other LLE modules)
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Office & Education

Highly efficient in a new design
The new rectangular design of the tmodule QLE G4
ADVANCED modules, as well as the high number of LED
chips and their wide beam angle of 150° ensure perfectly
uniform illumination. Featuring a forward voltage of < 60 V,
the new area modules are designed for SELV operation,
and thanks to the double terminals the LED modules can
easily be wired in parallel.
f At a glance: vmodule QLE G4 ADV

___
___
___

LED system solution with excellent system efficiency
Colour temperatures: 3,000 K, 4,000 K und 5,000 K
Perfectly uniform light

Umodule QLE G4
ADVANCED

Attractive price in proven Tridonic quality
The new cost-effective Linear Low Profile design with a
more compact and robust 21 mm high metal casing
offers greater flexibility and reliability for your luminaire
designs, whilst a new 45° terminal makes installation
more user-friendly. It also supports stranded and solid
wiring. A full power/voltage range covers all popular
applications and requirements.

Udriver
ESSENCE

f At a glance: vdriver SNC lp
___ Fixed output non dimmable constant current LED Driver
___ Nominal lifetime up to 50,000 hours
___ 45° terminal on both input and output side
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Outdoor & Industry

Umodule RLE EXCITE OTD

Public spaces

Squares and parks

Tunnel lighting

Street and road lighting

High-performance modules for outdoor lighting
The new tmodule RLE OTD EXC from Tridonic offer
an exceptional lighting system for outdoor and industrial
applications. The entire outdoor module portfolio has been
developed for a modular luminaire design. Different LED
modules with different control currents can be combined to
achieve the same lumen packages.

Variant 2x8 LED’s

Building facades

Flood and area lighting

Variant 2x4 LED’s

tmodule RLE OTD EXC have been designed so they
can be used with standard lenses which are available with
different emission characteristics. This means that the
requirements for most outdoor lighting projects, floodlight
applications and lighting applications in rooms with high
ceilings can be met without any difficulty.
f At a glance: vmodule RLE G1 OTD EXC

___
___
___
___

M3 version, installation of the module together with lens in the
luminaire by means of an M3 screw
M4 version, installation of the module in the luminaire by means
of an M4 screw
Standard lenses can be used
Increased temperature range –40 … +105°C
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Outdoor & Industry

Ultra robust, efficient and versatile
The new outdoor LED Driver series LCA 1–10 V ADVANCED
from Tridonic extend the existing portfolio of Outdoor. They
fill the gap for outdoor applications with products designed
for elevated outdoor conditions. The new LED Driver series
combines the required robustness with high efficiency and
minimal standby losses to ensure maximum energy savings and maintenance intervals.

New with 30 W/
60 W/120 W

f At a glance: vdriver 1–10 V OTD ADV

___
___
___
___

Dimmable constant-current LED Driver for luminaire installation
Output current adjustable between 200 –1,050 mA
Adjustable output current (I-SELECT resistor)
Increased dielectric strength of 6 kV

Udriver
1–10 V OTD ADVANCED

Sensor for industrial applications
The new basicDIM ILD high-bay sensor from Tridonic has been specifically
developed for rooms with high ceilings
up to 16 metres. Thanks to integrated
motion detection, daylight control and
IR control it meets the special requirements of industrial applications.
f At a glance: basicDIM ILD 16DPI 69f

___
___
___

For ceiling heights of 8 –16 m (two-stage
regulation 8 –12 and 12 –16 m)
With motion detection, daylight control
and IR control
IP 65 protection

basicDIM ILD
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connecDIM

connecDIM

Controlling and managing light has never been easier
connecDIM provides an excellent platform for smart, cost-effective and user-friendly control and lighting
management from a few simple DALI devices up to a complex lighting system in a building. This new
self-installing update includes the following new features:

Logical Areas
DALI devices from the same or from different lines can be
“virtually grouped”.

Email Alerts
Automated email reports including evaluations in the case
of defects or faults.

Energy Performance
Collection of data in the connecDIM Cloud enables energy usage and potential energy savings to be evaluated
for individual areas.

Seasonal Schedules
Option to set up seasonal schedules for automatic starting/stopping.
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Tridonic systems in use

Individually combined: Tridonic components for Sattler Lighting, Göppingen
The new headquarters of this designer
luminaire manufacturer has a floor
area of around 2500 square metres
and accommodates a large showroom, with generous meeting rooms
and offices in addition to storerooms
and social areas. The lighting throughout the building is state of the-art with
regard to technology, visual comfort
and energy efficiency. Long-life LED
light sources are used together with
the connecDIM light management
system with which the artificial lighting
is regulated according to the amount
of available daylight to create the ideal
conditions with optimum energy efficiency based on demand.
f Tridonic products used:

___
___
___
___
___
___

connecDIM Gateway
DALI interface module RS232 PS/S
MSensor 5DPI 14rc
Control module DALI XC
Switching cabinet relay DALI-RM/S 4x10A
Mains adapter for x-touchPANEL
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Headquarters
Tridonic GmbH & Co KG
Färbergasse 15 | 6851 Dornbirn, Austria
T +43 5572 395-0 | F +43 5572 20176
www.tridonic.com | sales@tridonic.com

Light you want to follow.

klimaneutral
natureOffice.com | AT-101-130426

gedruckt

PEFC certified
This product is from
sustainably managed
forests, recycled and
controlled sources.
www.pefc.de
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